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Five years has passed since EURASIA was launched in 2005. Although, at that time, there were already several journals devoted solely to scholarship on science education research, time has proven that there is a need for still another journal. The rapid progress of the internet age gave opportunities for new initiatives like ours without a huge investment other than the human resources. Many talented and ambitious colleagues have invested their time and effort and made this journal a reality. Thanks to their hard work, we can now look ahead into the future in more confidence and pride. If we need to speak with real numbers, it is going to be sufficient to cite here the fact that the articles published in EURASIA were cited and referenced 47 times in ISI Web of Knowledge's Cited Reference Search (with journal abbreviations EURASIA J MATH SCI & T and EURASIAN J MATH SCI), although EURASIA itself is not included in ISI journal list.

We are determined to serve our community by publishing only higher quality articles and increasing journal's reputation. This will happen only with the support of our editorial board and the reviewers. Providing quality feedback for authors to improve their papers always plays a vital role. I am confident that this all volunteer endeavor will continue with ever increasing quality and scholarship.

In this first issue of the sixth volume I wish to take the opportunity and thank all of the contributors of this fine journal.